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SUPPLY FUNCTION EQUILIBRIA IN OLIGOPOLY
UNDER UNCERTAINTY
BY PAUL D. KLEMPERER AND MARGARET A. MEYER1

We model an oligopoly facing uncertaindemandin which each firm chooses as its
strategya "supplyfunction"relatingits quantityto its price.Sucha strategyallowsa firm
to adapt better to the uncertainenvironmentthan eithersettinga fixedprice or settinga
fixed quantity;commitmentto a supplyfunctionmay be accomplishedin practiceby the
choiceof the firm'ssize and structure,its cultureandvalues,and the incentivesystemsand
decision rules for its employees.In the absenceof uncertainty,thereexists an enormous
multiplicityof equilibriain supplyfunctions,but uncertainty,by forcingeachfirm'ssupply
function to be optimalagainsta rangeof possibleresidualdemandcurves,dramatically
reduces the set of equilibria.Under uncertainty,we prove the existence of a Nash,
equilibriumin supplyfunctionsfor a symmetricoligopolyproducinga homogeneousgood
and give sufficientconditionsfor uniqueness.We performcomparativestaticswith respect
to firms'costs, the industrydemand,thenatureof the demanduncertainty,and the number
of firms, and sketch the extensionto differentiatedproducts.Firms'equilibriumsupply
functionsare steeperwith marginalcost curvesthat are steeperrelativeto demand,fewer
firms,morehighlydifferentiated
products,anddemanduncertaintythatis relativelygreater
at higherprices.The steeperarethe supplyfunctionsfirmschoosein equilibrium,the more
closely competitionresemblesthe Cournotmodel (which exogenouslyimposes vertical
supplyfunctions-fixed quantities);with flatterequilibriumsupplyfunctions,competition
is closer to the Bertrand model (which exogenously imposes horizontal supply
functions-fixed prices).
KEywoRDs:Supplyfunctions,oligopoly,uncertainty,Cournot,Bertrand.

1. INTRODUCTION

ECONOMISTSHAVELONGDEBATEDwhether it makes more sense to think of firms

as choosing prices or quantitiesas strategicvariables.2In a world with uncertainty,however,a firmmay not want to committo eitherof these simpletypesof
strategy,nor can all decisionsbe deferreduntil the resolutionof the uncertainty.
Adjustmentcosts and the problemsof organizationalcommunicationmean that
decisions about the size and structureof the organization,the organization's
values, and the decision rules to be followed by lower-levelmanagersmust be
made in advance. These decisions implicitly determinea supply function that
relates the quantity the firm will sell to the price the marketwill bear. Such a
supply function allows the firmto adaptbetterto changingconditionsthan does
a simple commitmentto a fixedprice or a fixed quantity,come what may.
For example,if a consultingfirmsticks to a fixed rate per hour, it is fixing a
price (perhapssubjectto a capacityconstraint).In fact, however,even whenfirms
quote fixed rates, the real price often varies.Whenbusinessis slack,more hours
IWe wish to thank T. Bresnahan,J. Bulow, R. Gibbons, D. Goroff, C. Harris,D. Kreps, J.
Mirrlees, D. Mookheree, B. Nalebuff, J. Roberts,H. Sonnenschein,P. Tod, R. Wilson, many
participantsin seminars,and two anonymousrefereesfor numeroushelpfulcommentsand discussions. This workwas partiallysupportedby NationalScienceFoundationGrantSES-87-21874at the
Institutefor MathematicalStudiesin the SocialSciences,StanfordUniversity,Stanford,California.
2The literaturebegins with Bertrand's(1883) criticismof Cournot (1838). The more recent
literatureincludesSinghand Vives(1984),Cheng(1985),and Klempererand Meyer(1986).
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are workedon projectsthan are reported,but when the officeis busy, marginally
relatedtraining,traveltime, and the time spent originallynegotiatingthe project
may all be chargedto the client.Top managementin effect commitsto a supply
function by choosingthe numberof employeesand the rules and organizational
values that determinehow both the real price and the numberof hourssupplied
adjustto demand-some firmshold the realpriceveryclose to the quotedone by
choosing very rigid rules about accuratelyreportingthe hours worked to the
client, while others allow individualmanagersfar more discretion. It is the
individual managers,bidding for staff resourceswithin the firm, who move
the firm along its supply scheduleand bring the firm into equilibriumwith the
marketdemand.As anotherexample,airlinesuse computersystemsto adjustthe
numberof discountseats they offeraccordingto currentreservationlevels. Here
managementchooses a particularsupply function by its choice of computer
program. Running the programfinds the price-quantitypair on this supply
function that lies on the actual marketdemandcurve. Grossman(1981) (in a
model without uncertainty)suggeststhat firms can commit to supply functions
by signing contractswith customers,specifyingthe quantityto be suppliedas a
function of the market price. Alternatively,firms could sign contracts with
suppliersof inputs (e.g. workers),tying productionand factor paymentsto the
output price. When competing for governmentprocurementcontracts, firms
often submit as bids functions specifying the amounts they are preparedto
supply at any given price.3
Grossman (1981) and Hart (1985) studied supply function equilibriain the
absence of uncertainty.We considerthis approachproblematicfor two reasons.
First, as we show in Section 2, an enormousmultiplicityof outcomes can be
supportedby Nash equilibriain supplyfunctionsin the absenceof uncertainty.
Second, in the absence of uncertainty,the motivation for modeling firms as
competing via supply functionsis not compelling.Without uncertainty,a firm
knows its equilibriumresidualdemand with certainty,and it thereforehas a
single profit-maximizing
point, whichit could achieveby choosingeithera fixed
price or a fixed quantity.It gains nothing from the ability to choose a more
generalsupply function,so the use of these more generalstrategieswould not be
robust even to arbitrarilytiny costs of maintainingthe greaterflexibilitythey
embody.
With exogenousuncertaintyabout, say, marketdemand,however,a firm has
an uncertainresidualdemandeven in equilibriumand so has a set of profit-maximizing points, one correspondingto each possible realizationof its residual
demand. In this case, a supply functionprovidesvaluableflexibility,becauseit
3We are focusingon the choiceof supplyfunctionsby suppliersin the outputmarket.However,
the share contractsconsideredby Weitzman(1984) are formallysimilar:they specify the wageemploymentcombinationsthatfirms,as buyersof labor,arewillingto accept.Also relatedis Wilson's
(1979) "demand function equilibrium"in a game in which bidders for shares submit demand
schedulesto an auctioneerwho determinesthe market-clearing
price and the allocationof a fixed
supply of shares.
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can be chosen to coincide with this set of optimal price-quantity pairs. It thus
commits the firm in advance of the realization of the uncertainty to achieving its
ex post profit-maximizing outcome. The only flexibility the firm gives up is the
flexibility to produce at price-quantity pairs at which, given the other firms'
equilibrium behavior, it will never be optimal to produce.
Explicit consideration of the uncertainty firms face not only explains why firms
wish to adopt supply functions as strategic variables; we will show that it also
dramatically shrinks the set of Nash equilibria relative to a world without
uncertainty, perhaps to a unique equilibrium. Furthermore, given the nature and
the support of one-dimensional uncertainty (for example, a common additive
shock to all firms' demands), the equilibria are independent of the distribution of
the uncertainty.4
Below we develop a formal model of supply function competition in oligopoly
under demand uncertainty. Before the demand shock is realized, each firm
commits to a function specifying the quantity it will produce as a function of its
price. We assume, for simplicity, that firms' cost curves are independent of their
choices of supply functions. After the shock is realized, all markets clear: each
firm produces at the point on its supply function which intersects its realized
residual demand curve. We do not model the process by which markets are
brought into equilibrium. Formally, we may think of each firm as observing the
demand shock ex post and then choosing the point on its supply function that
will clear the market (given its rivals' chosen supply functions). We note that
since in the equilibria we study a firm which in fact achieves its unconstrained
ex post optimum, it would have no incentive to deviate from this behavior even if
it were not committed to choosing a point on its supply function (provided that it
believes that its rivals are committed to their supply functions). In practice, we
believe that firms have mechanisms that allow them to (approximately) implement supply functions without directly observing the realization of the random
shock. For example, some management consulting firms have "internal market
mechanisms" in which managers compete with each other for staff and other
resources at the same time as appropriately adjusting the prices they are quoting
in negotiating fees with clients. This process brings internal supply into (approximate) balance with external demand, without any single decision maker
directly observing the demand realization. Similarly, airlines' computerized reser40f course, introducing uncertainty is not the only way to enrich the model and so choose among
the Nash equilibria. Different supply functions may have different costs of implementation. For
example, choosing a vertical supply function (fixed quantity) may offer a cost advantage relative to
choosing a flatter supply function and having to retain a flexible production technology until the
realization of demand is known; on the other hand, choosing a horizontal supply function is
equivalent to fixing a price and may be organizationally easy to implement relative to a more complex
functional form. Grossman (1981) restricts supply functions to lie everywhere above the average cost
curve and shows that when there is free entry to a technology with fixed costs and strictly convex
variable costs, then the Nash equilibrium in (upward-sloping) supply functions will be the competitive
equilibrium. Vives' (1986) model of capacity choice followed by competitive pricing is formally very
similar to a model of competition in supply functions in which the slope of supply functions is fixed
by the value of an exogenous technological coefficient.
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vation systems approximatelyimplementa supply function without complete
observationsof demand.5
Any equilibriumconcept requires some story about how firms adjust to
uncertainty.For example,in a stochasticCournotgame, firmsmust adjusttheir
prices to the realizationof demand,and in a stochasticBertrandgame, firms
must adjust their quantities.Only in a supplyfunctionequilibrium,however,do
firms adjust to the uncertaintyin an optimalmannergiven their competitors'
behavior-with stochasticCournotor Bertrand,firmswould wish to alter their
behaviorafter learningsomethingabout demand.
To summarize,our goal in this paper is to provide as realisticas possible a
model of oligopolisticcompetitionin a static (one-shot)setting.Ourbeliefis that
the model we providebetterrepresentsoligopolybehaviorthan standardsingleperiod Bertrandor Cournotmodels.6
Section 2 shows why thereis a multiplicityof equilibriain supplyfunctionsin
the absence of uncertainty.7Section 3 is the core of the paper. It presentsthe
formal analysis of supply functionequilibriaunder uncertainty.We begin with
symmetric duopolists producinga homogeneousgood in a market where an
exogenousone-dimensionalshock causes a horizontaltranslationof the demand
5The WallStreetJournal(August24, 1984)quotesDelta'smanagerof systemmarketingas saying,
"We don't have to know if a balloon race in Albuquerqueor a rodeo in Lubbockis causingan
increasein demandfor a flight."A computerprogramchoosesquantitiesof differentcategoriesof
discount seats, gets an estimateof demandby comparingreservationlevels with historicalpatterns,
adjuststhe quantitiesof discountseatsaccordingto the estimate,re-estimatesdemand,etc. Heresales
are made in the process of adjustingto the demandshock. However,we know (Myerson(1981),
Bulow and Roberts(1987))thatany (single-or multi-stage)mechanismthata monopolistuses to sell
a fixed numberof ticketsto the highest-reservation-price
buyers(and that gives any non-buyerzero
expected surplus)yields the same expectedrevenue.Therefore,providedthe oligopolists'ticketing
systemsare symmetricallyprogrammed
(in equilibrium),any processby whichthey sell a total of Q
tickets to the Q highest-reservation-price
customersyieldseach firmthe sameexpectedrevenueas if
they had sold all Q ticketsin a Q + lth price auctionand sharedthe revenues.Thus, from firms'
point of view, the approximation
of the ticketingprocessto the implementationof a supplyfunction
equilibriumin whichsales are madeonly at the market-clearing
pricesmay be a good one.
6
A more complete model of oligopolyshouldprobablyinvolve a multistagegame. Even with a
single timeperiodin whichgoodsaredelivered(e.g.,singleairlineflightor periodin whichconsulting
services are provided), adjustmentto uncertaintymay involve sequentialsales and production
decisionsin responseto (possiblyimperfect)observationsof competitors'behavior.
7In the modelof Section2, competitionin supplyfunctionsis equivalentto competitionin reaction
functions:any supplyfunctionfor i determinesthe outputfor i thatwouldclearthe marketgivenan
output for j, and any such reaction function, coupled with the demand curve, determinesa
relationshipbetweeni 's quantityandprice.(SeeHart(1985).)Also representable
as modelsof supply
functioncompetitionare modelsin whichownersdesignincentivecontractsrelatingtheirmanagers'
compensationto competitors'profitsand/or sales as well as to the firm'sown profitsand perhaps
sales. (A managerwill maximizehis salarygivenhis incentivecontractand is assumedto know the
contractsof the rivalmanagerat the time he makesproductionor pricingdecisions.In this setting,
owner i's choice of incentivecontractfor his managersimplydeterminesthe outputmanageri will
choose as a function of the other firm'soutput, that is, the contractdeterminesfirm i's reaction
function.)Althoughuniquenessof equilibriumcan be obtainedundercertaintyby restrictingthe form
of contracts(see Vickers(1985) and Fershtmanand Judd (1987)),it follows from our analysisin
Section 2 that under certainty,an enormousmultiplicityof outcomesare equilibriaif thereare no
restrictionson the form of contracts.(See also Fershtman,Judd, and Kalai (1987) on this point.)
Under uncertainty,however,supply functions,reactionfunctions,and incentivecontractsare not
equivalentstrategicvariables.
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curve. We demonstrate existence of a supply function equilibrium for unbounded
support of the uncertainty and show for this case that in any equilibrium, supply
functions are symmetric across firms and upward-sloping. We give conditions
under which equilibrium is unique; an example of uniqueness is provided by the
case of linear demand and linear marginal cost.8 We present general comparative
statics propositions (one of which extends our results to a symmetric oligopoly of
any size) and illustrate them using the linear model. Changes in the environment
affect not only the levels but also the slopes of firms' supply functions, and hence
affect whether competition is more like Cournot competition (in which firms are
constrained to compete with fixed quantities, that is, vertical supply functions) or
Bertrand competition (in which firms compete with fixed prices, that is, horizontal supply functions). The extension to differentiated products is sketched in
Section 4. Section 5 presents some interpretations and concluding observations.

2. SUPPLY FUNCTION EQUILIBRIA WITHOUT UNCERTAINTY

We begin by showing why there is a multiplicity of Nash equilibria in
continuous, twice differentiable supply functions in an undifferentiated products
duopoly in the absence of uncertainty.
The industry demand curve is Q = D(p). Define p as the price such that
D( )=0, and assume that D(.) is twice continuously differentiable, strictly
increasing, and concave on (0, p). The firms have identical cost functions C(.),
with C'(q) 2 0 and C"(q) > 0 for all q > 0. A strategy for firm k (k = i, j) is a
twice continuously differentiable function mapping price into a level of output

for k:

Sk: [0, p) -

(-

00, o0).

Allowing firms (in principle) to choose supply

functions specifying negative quantities makes no difference to our results but
will slightly simplify the analysis in Section 3 by making residual demand curves
everywhere differentiable.
Firms i and j choose supply functions simultaneously. Provided that there is a
unique price p* such that D( p*) = Si( p*) + Si( p*), that is, industry demand
matches the total amount firms are willing to supply, firms sell S'(p*) and
Sj(p*) at p*, earning profits p*Si(p*) - C(Si(p*)) and p*Sj(p*) - C(Sj(p*)).
We assume that if a market-clearing price does not exist, or is not unique, then
no production takes place and firms' profits are zero. This assumption ensures
that such an outcome will not arise in equilibrium, but the assumption does not
constrain firms' behavior in any important way-the equilibria we examine
remain equilibria under any reasonable alternative assumption about firms'

8The spirit of this analysis is similar to that of our (1986) paper: we show there that the presence of
exogenous uncertainty can give firms strict preferences between setting price and setting quantity
ex ante and, as a consequence, can lead to a unique equilibrium in a game in which firms can choose
between these two types of strategic variable. Other examples of introducing uncertainty to refine a
continuum of Nash equilibria include Nash's (1953) and Binmore's (1987) selection of a unique
equilibrium in Nash's demand game and Saloner's (1982) and Matthews and Mirman's (1983)
selection of an equilibrium in a limit-pricing game.
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payoffs when the market-clearing
price is not unique.9We confine attentionto
pure strategyNash equilibriain supplyfunctions:such an equilibriumconsistsof
a pair of functionsS'( p) and SJ(p) such that Sk(-) maximizesk's profitsgiven
that m chooses Sm(.), k, m = i, j, m 0 k.
Consider a strictly positive output pair (4i, 4j) at which the market price
p= D-1(4i + qj) exceeds each firm's marginal cost C'(4k), k = i, j. To support
this point as an equilibriumoutcome,we seek a pair of supply functions SI(.)
and Si(.) passing through (p, qi) and (ji, qj), respectively, and such that qi is a
profit-maximizingpoint along i's residualdemand curve and similarlyfor j.
Given S'( p), i findsits profit-maximizing
price alongits residualdemandcurve
by solving max, p[D(p) - Si(p)] - C(D(p) - Si(p)), yielding the first-order
condition
D(p)

-

S'(p) + [ p

C'(D(p)

-

Sj(p))] [D (p)

-

-

Si'(p)]

= 0.

In orderfor fp to solve this equation,we must have

SJ()-p

-04)

+D(p)

where we have used the fact that Sj(jp)

qj, so qi= D(p-) - S'(p). The second

=

derivativeof i's profitwith respectto p is
'7T;(p; S'(-))

=

2[D'(p)
-

-Si(p)]

C"(D(p)

+ [p

-

-

Si(p))[D'(p)

C'(D(p)

-

-sjt(B)

Sj(p))] [D"(P) - S"(p)]

-

If S'( p) satisfies the equationabove and if SJ1"(-) > 0, then the local secondorder conditionsare satisfiedat p. A similarargumentshows that if

Si'(p) =

qJ

+ D'( p)

and

S, (p) > 0

then p is a local profit-maximum
for j along j's residualdemand.To complete
our construction,it remains only to extend S`(-)
and Si(') over the whole
domain of prices [0, p) in such a way that (i) is a global profit-maximum
for
each firmand (ii) p is the only market-clearing
price.
Considerthe case in which
qk

+ D (p) 2

0?

k = i,

j

so both supplyfunctionsare requiredto havenonnegativeslopes at p. Extending
S'(-) and SJ'() linearly over [0, p) makes

p a global profit-maximum for each

firm. Global profit maximizationat p is also ensuredby any increasing,twice
9In the absence of uncertainty, a firm can always achieve its profit-maximizing point along its
residual demand curve by choosing a supply function that crosses the residual demand curve only at
that point. See Section 3 for further discussion.
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continuously differentiable supply functions that at p are tangent to the linear
supply functions and that for all other prices specify outputs that are positive and
larger than the linear ones. Furthermore, since when both firms use increasing
supply functions, the market-clearingprice is unique, condition (ii) is satisfied as
well. Thus, the output pair (qi, q4j)can be supported by an infinite number of
supply function pairs with each element of a pair a best response to the other.
This result can be generalized to other output pairs by modifying the way in
which the supply functions that at p are locally best responses to each other are
extended over the domain [0, p). While we do not have a general algorithm for
satisfying conditions (i) and (ii), we can satisfy them and support with families of
supply functions any pair (qi, qj) that is symmetric or not too asymmetric.10'11
Furthermore, our construction generalizes straightforwardly to more than two
firms or to differentiated products.
The multiplicity of equilibria in supply functions stems from the fact that the
slope of S'(*) through (p, qj) ensures that (p, qj) is the point along i 's residual
demand where i's marginal revenue equals its marginal cost. Since in the absence
of exogenous uncertainty, i's residual demand is certain, then as long as the
global second-order conditions are satisfied, any supply function for i that
intersects its residual demand just once, at (pf, qi), is an optimal response to
Si(-). Thus, i is willing to choose a supply function with a slope through (p, q4)
that ensures that ( -, qj) is profit-maximizing along j's residual demand. Given
this, j is willing to choose SJ(-). In the next section we introduce exogenous
uncertainty about demand, which makes firms' residual demands uncertain and
so gives them strict preferences over the outputs specified by their supply
functions for a range of prices; consequently, the set of outcomes supportable by
supply function equilibria is dramatically reduced.
3. SUPPLY FUNCTION EQUILIBRIA UNDER UNCERTAINTY

In a world with exogenous uncertainty about, say, demand, a firm has a set of
profit-maximizing points-one for each realization of the uncertainty-even
when it knows its competitor's (pure strategy) equilibrium behavior. In this
setting, a firm can generally achieve higher expected profits by committing to a
supply function than by committing to a fixed price or a fixed quantity, because a
'?An algorithm for symmetric pairs (q, q) is the following: Consider the linear supply function, SI,
through ( p, q) for which p satisfies each firm's first-order condition. If Sl(*) intersects ID(.) at a
S (fp + a), nd define S (p) =D(p)-8(?)
for
price p < p, choose e > O, let 8(?)
D(p +
p < pf+? , SI(p) = S'(p) otherwise. To check that Se(.) forms a symmetric equilibrium for sufficiently small ?, observe first that p is i 's global profit-maximizing price if j chooses Sl(-); therefore, i
below p on
to (fp, l D(fp)) and so also (using the concavity of D(-)) to all points
prefers (p, l D( p))
is the unique
is i's global profit-maximizing price if j chooses Se(.), and
-D( ). Hence,
market-clearing price if both firms choose Se( ). If S'() intersects -D(-) at a price p > p, proceed
analogously, bringing Se(.) just inside 1D( ) at p and above. If S'() intersects -D(-) only at p,
then S'(-) is itself a symmetric supply function equilibrium supporting (q, q).
11Note, additionally, that every point (qi, qj) at which both firms earn nonnegative profits can be
supported as a supply function equilibrium outcome using discontinuous supply functions such as
= 4k' Sk(p) = M for all p * D- 1(i
+ qj) for some M > D(O), k = i, j.
+
Sk(D-l(qi
?j))
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supply function allows better adaptation to the uncertainty. Furthermore, by
reducing the set of optimal supply functions for each firm to a single element,
uncertainty can dramatically pare the set of supply function equilibria, even to a
unique equilibrium.
We now define and characterize equilibria in supply functions in the presence
of exogenous demand uncertainty for the symmetric undifferentiated products
duopoly model of Section 2. Our analysis is generalized to the case of n ? 2 firms
in Propositions 8a and 8b. By restricting attention to symmetric firms, we can
show that asymmetric equilibria do not exist and can characterize symmetric
equilibria by solving a single differential equation; with asymmetric firms, characterization of equilibria would require solving a system of coupled differential
equations. Differentiated products are discussed in Section 4.
Let industry demand be subject to an exogenous shock E, where E is a scalar
random variable with strictly positive density everywhere on the support [E, E]:
Q=D(p, E), where for all (p,E), -0o <Dp <0, Dpp<0, and De>0. (Later, we
will specialize to the case Dpe= 0 for all (p, E).) Since De > 0, we can invert the
demand curve and write e(Q, p) for the value of the shock E for which industry
demand is Q at price p, that is, e(Q, p) satisfies Q = D(p, e(Q, p)). Since for
E< e(0,0), there is no point on D(p, E) with p ? 0 and Q > 0, we assume that
the support of Eis a subset of [e(0, 0), oo). The firms have identical cost functions
C(-), with C'(q) > 0, Vq > 0, and 0 < C"(q) < Xo, Vq ? 0. Without loss of
generality, let C'(0) = 0. If C'(0) = a > 0, then the analysis below can be applied
to solve for supply functions expressed in terms of fp= p - a.
A strategy for firm k is a function mapping price into a level of output for k:
Sk: [0, oo) -- (- oo,oo).12 Firms choose supply functions simultaneously, without
knowledge of the realization of E.After the realization of E, supply functions are

implemented by each firm producingat a point (p*(E),

Sk(p*(E)))

such that

D(p*(E)) = Si(p*(E)) + SJ(p*(E)), that is, demand matches total supply, provided a unique such price p*(E) exists. As in Section 2, we assume that if a
market-clearing price does not exist, or is not unique, then firms earn zero profits.
Again this assumption ensures that such an outcome will not arise in equilibrium,
but the assumption is not an important constraint on firms' behavior. Our
assumptions about demand and costs ensure that the set of ex post profit-maximizing points for each firm as its residual demand curve varies, when the other
firm is using a potential equilibrium strategy, can be described by a supply
function which intersects each residual demand curve once and only once. Hence,
as long as an alternative assumption about the consequences of multiple intersections between supply functions and residual demand curves does not give firms
higher profits than in the most profitable of the points of intersection, our
equilibria remain equilibria. Furthermore, there are no supply functions tracing
through ex post profit-maximizing points as E varies that are equilibria under an
12Restricting firms to choosing supply functions specifying nonnegative quantities at all prices, but
not insisting on differentiability at the price axis, would lead to the same results but would slightly
complicate the analysis by permitting the possibility that residual demand curves are not differentiable everywhere.
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alternativeassumptionbut not underour assumption.Therefore,modifyingour
assumptionabout multipleintersectionswould not affectthe set of equilibriawe
examinein our propositions.
We focus on pure strategy Nash equilibriain supply functions: such an
equilibriumconsists of a pair of functions S'(p) and SJ(p) such that Sk(.)
maximizesk's expectedprofits,wherethe expectationis takenwith respectto the
distributionof e, given that m chooses Sm(.), k, m = i, j, m # k. We confine
attentionto twice continuouslydifferentiablesupplyfunctions.
Firm i's residual demand at any price is the differencebetween industry
demand and the quantitythat j is willing to supply at that price. Thus if j is
committedto the supplyfunctionSJ( p), i's residualdemandcurveis D(p, e) points along i's residual
SJ(p). Since e is a scalar,the set of profit-maximizing
demand curves as e variesis a one-dimensionalcurvein price-quantityspace. If
this curve can be describedby a supply function qi = S'(p) that intersectseach
realizationof i's residualdemandcurveonce and only once, then by committing
to Si(.), i can achieveex post optimaladjustmentto the shock.In this case, S1(*)
is clearly i's unique optimal supply function in responseto SJ(.). We assume
points for i can be describedby a
now that the set of ex post profit-maximizing
supply functionand showlaterthat underour hypothesesthereexist equilibriain
which this is indeed the case.
Given this assumption,in solving for i's optimal supply function, we can
replacethe maximizationof expectedprofitsby the maximizationwith respectto
p of profits for each realizationof e. Firm i solves
(1)

maxp[D(p,
p

)-S'(p)]

-C(D(p,e)-SS(p)).

The first-orderconditionis
D(p, e) - S'(p)

(2)

+ [p

-

C'(D(p,

E)-Si(p))]

[DP(P,

E) S(P)

=

0.

If (1) is globally strictlyconcavein p (second-orderconditionswill be checked
price p'(e) for
later), then (2) implicitlydeterminesi's uniqueprofit-maximizing
quantityis D(pO(e),?)each value of e; the correspondingprofit-maximizing
S'(p'(E))

qo(E). The functions po(e) and qo(e) represent in parameterized

form i's set of ex post optimalpoints as its residualdemandcurveshifts;if po(e)
is invertible(invertibilitywill also be checkedlater),this locus can be writtenas a
Since De> 0, no
function from price to quantity: qi = S'(p)= q((p0)-1(p)).
two realizations of i's residual demand curve can intersect; this condition,
together with uniquenessof po(e) for each E, implies that S'(p) intersectsi's
residualdemand curveonce and only once for each E,at po(e). Hence S'(p) is
i's optimal supply function in response to Si(p).

Let us rewrite (2) so that it implicitly defines the function Si(p). Replace
D(pO(e), E) - SJ(pO(e)) by Si(p) and use e(Q, p) as defined above to

q1o(e)
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replace DP(p?(e), e) by DP(p, e(S1(p) + Si(p), p)), SO(2) becomes
S'(p) + [p- c'(s(p))]
(3)

[D(p, e(S'(p) + Si(p), p))

-

Si( p)I -0.

We begin by considering symmetric equilibria and will then show that no
asymmetric equilibria exist. In a symmetric equilibrium S1(p) = S'(p)
S(p)
so (3) becomes, after some rearrangement,
(4)

S'(P) =

8C(p(P))

+ DP(p, e(2S(p),

p)) - f(p,

S(p)).

Henceforth, except where indicated otherwise, we assume that DP= 0 for all
(p, e), i.e., demand is translated horizontally by the shock e. Then if we write
Dp( p, e(2S( p), p)) simply as Dp( p), (4) becomes the differential equation

()

S'(p)=

S
C'(S) +

P) j-f (p, S).

Given a function S(.) that intersects ?D(p, e) at a unique point for each
EE [e, ?], define p as the solution to S(p) = 'D(p, e) and p as the solution to
S(p) = 'D( p, i). In any equilibrium involving symmetric, differentiable supply
functions S(-) that trace through each firm's ex post profit-maximizing points,
S(-) must satisfy(5) for all p E [p, p].13 Conversely,if for all e E [f, -], thereis a
unique price at which 2S( p) = D(p, e) and if S(-) satisfies (5) for all p E [p, p]
as well as appropriate second-order conditions, then S(*) is a supply function
equilibrium (SFE).
The differential equation (5) is just the symmetric version of the pair of
first-order conditions developed in Section 2 to construct a supply function
equilibrium in the absence of uncertainty. The role of uncertainty is simply to
necessitate that the first-order conditions hold at every price which for some
realization of e clears the market.
The nonautonomous first-orderdifferential equation (5) can be rewritten as

(6)

p'(S) =r(S, p)--(p,)

or as the two-dimensional autonomous system
(7)

S'(t) = S + Dp(p)(p -C(S))

p'(t) =p - C'(S).
While the derivation of (5) above assumed that firms use as strategies functions
from price to quantity, the system of equations (7) would in fact emerge from a
more general analysis which allowed firms to choose any one-dimensional manifold relating price to quantity. Each trajectory solving (5) (or (6) or (7)) is a locus
13For all solutions to (5) above the marginal cost curve, p <p. We are suppressing the dependence

of p and

p upon

S for notational simplicity.
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of points satisfying each firm's first-order condition for profit maximization as e
varies, when its rival is committed to producing somewhere along the same locus.
Some of these trajectories can be expressed as functions S(p), while others
cannot. Any trajectory that solves the differential equation in the region corresponding to possible realizations of the demand curve, and that satisfies appropriate second-order conditions as well, is a Nash equilibrium in one-dimensional
price-quantity manifolds.
Our description of our model as representing competition in supply functions,
rather than competition in supply manifolds, is justified by the following result,
demonstrated in Proposition 1 below. Any trajectory solving (5) that cannot be
expressed as a function S( p) will, for large enough uncertainty about demand,
violate the second-order conditions. Therefore, for unbounded support of the
uncertainty, not only are our equilibria in supply functions equilibria in supply
manifolds, but they are the only equilibria in supply manifolds that trace through
each firm's ex post optimal points.
We now characterize the solutions to (5) through a series of claims, whose
proofs are in the Appendix.
CLAIM 1: The locus of points satisfying f( p, S)
tiable function, S = S?(p), satisfying

=

0 is a continuous, differen-

s?(o) = o,

(i)
(i)

SO(P)

(iii)

So'(p)>0,

(iv)

S01(0)

<C'WY

(P)9v

Vp>0,

<C"(O)

2: The locus of points satisfying f( p, S) = oo is a continuous, differ(C'<1(p). Hence S'(0) = 0 and 0 < S?'(p) < oo
entiable function, S = S?(p)
>
for all p 0.
CLAIM

CLAIM 3: For all points (p, S) between the f = 0 and the f = oo loci, 0 <
f ( p, S) < oo. For all points in the first quadrant above the f = 0 locus or below
the f = oo locus, 0>f(p,S)>
-oo.

The results of Claims 1, 2, and 3 are illustrated in Figure 1. Trajectories solving
(5) cross the f = 0 locus vertically and the f = so locus horizontally.
CLAIM 4: For any ( po, S0) * (0, 0), there exists a unique solution to (5) passing
through (po' SO),and this solution is a continuous function in an open neighborhood of (po' S0).
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f(p,S)= 0

p
-oo< f(p,S)c 0

740

f(p,S)=oo)
(p = Ct(S))

.01

0 < (p S) coo

/

o/

S

/

7"

z

-oz<f(p,S)C0

a~~~~~~~~~0

S
-

- -

-

Solutions to the differential equation (5)

FIGURE1.-Trajectories satisfying differential equation.
CLAIM 5: For any (po, SO)* (0,0) in the positive quadrant, the (unique)
solution to (5) passingthrough(po. SO)also passes through(0,0).

CLAIM6: For any (po, SO)# (0,0) in the positive quadrant, the (unique)
solution to (5) passingthrough(po, SO)has slope at the origin
1

DP(0)
?+
2

D

~~~~-c"(o)

))2_

4DP(?) > 0

We now examinethe second-orderconditionsfor profitmaximization.
CLAIM
7: If Si(p) solves(5), the secondderivativeof i's profitwith respectto
p for a given
(8)

E

is

ep(p, E; si())

=

[Dp(p)

-

Si(p)]

x [1 + C"(D(p) + E - Si(p))Si'(p)]
-

C"(D(p)

X [Dp(p)

?r
-

Si(p))

Sj(p)]2

-

Si'(P).

PROOF:See Appendix.

For bounded supportof the uncertainty[E, ?l, any solution S(.) to (5) that is
upward-slopingeverywherein the regionof possiblerealizationsof the (residual)
demand curve is part of a SFE. To confirmthis, observe that if S'(p) > 0 on
[p, p] (where[p, p] is determinedfrom [E, E]and S(*) as describedabove),then
(8) implies rp p( p E; S(.)) < 0 for all p E [p, pI and for all E E [E, E]. Thus S(-)
satisfies the first- and the local second-orderconditionsfor profit maximization
for p E [p, f]. The global second-orderconditions,as well as the requirement
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that the market-clearing price be unique for each 6, can be satisfied by extending
S(*) according to (5) for p <fp and by extending S(*) linearly with slope S'( p)
for p > p (see (8) and (Al) in the Appendix).
With bounded support, for any 'eE(E, E), then, there is a connected set of
points along Q = D(p, e) that are market outcomes in a SFE. However, in
contrast to the case with no uncertainty examined in Section 2, here the supply
function S( ) supporting a point ( p, D( p, e)), say, is unique over an interval of
prices containing p-the need for firms to adapt to realizations of 6 that are
smaller or larger than E determines the slope of the equilibrium supply function
everywhere on [p, p] and not just at p.
As E is increased, more and more of the solutions S(-) to (5) cross either the
=
f 0 or the f = xo locus, and hence become negatively sloped, in the region of
possible realizations of the (residual) demand curve, i.e. at a point (po, S0) such
that e(2So, po) E [E,E]. We now show that when e has unbounded support, the
only solutions to (5) that satisfy the second-order conditions, and hence the only
symmetric SFE's, are those that have strictly positive slope everywhere.
PROPOSITION 1 (Characterization): If 6 has full support (E = e(O,0), E=
S( -) is a symmetric SFE tracing throughex post optimalpoints if and only if for all
p >0 , S(-) satisfies (5) and 0< S'(p) < xc.
PROOF: Sufficiency: Since 0 < S'( p) < oc for all p > 0, total supply intersects
total demand at a unique point for each 6. Since S(-) satisfies (5) for all p > 0,
the first-order condition for ex post profit maximization is satisfied everywhere
along S( ) when the other firm commits to the same supply function. The
conditions on S(.) and S'(-) together imply, using (10), that 7pp p, 6; S(-)) < 0
for all p > 0 and for all 6 > e(0, 0), so the global second-order conditions for
ex post profit-maximization are satisfied everywhere along S(*). Therefore, S(-)
is a symmetric SFE tracing through ex post optimal points.
Necessity: Satisfaction of (5) for all p > 0 is a necessary condition for a supply
function defined for all p > 0 to trace through ex post optimal points when the
other firm commits to the same supply function. To show that 0 < S'( p) < x is
also a necessary condition, we show that if, for some p, S(*) ever crosses either
f = 0 from below or f = ox from the left, S(-) must eventually violate the
second-order conditions.
Once a trajectory S( *) crosses f = 0 from below, S' becomes and stays negative
(by Claims 1 and 3) and, from (A2) in the Appendix, S" also becomes and stays
negative (for S > 0). Therefore the trajectory will eventually intersect the S = 0
axis at a point (po, 0) with po > C'(0), where by (5), S'( po) = f( po, 0) = DP(po).
Substitution into (10) shows that rpp(po, 6; S(.)) = 5-'(po) > 0. Thus, for 6 =
e(0, po) (the value of 6 for which (po, 0) satisfies i 's first-ordercondition), (po, 0)
is a local minimum-profit point for i. Therefore, S(.) cannot be a SFE.
Once a trajectory S(-) crosses f = ox from the left, S' becomes and stays
negative, so the trajectory must eventually go below firm i's (upward-sloping)
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averagecost curve and so includepoints at which i's profitsare negative.Such
points cannot be optimalfor any values of -, so the trajectorycannot represent
an equilibrium.(Note that such a trajectorycannotin any case be representedas
a supply function,but this argumentestablishesthat it could not even be part of
an equilibriumin supplymanifolds.)
Q.E.D.
With this characterization
of a symmetricSFE, we can now provean existence
result.
PROPOSITION 2 (Existence): Assume E has full support. There exists a SFE
tracing throughex post optimalpoints. The set of symmetricequilibriaconsists either
of a single trajectoryor of a connectedset of trajectories, i.e. a set such that, for
any two trajectories in the set, all trajectories (solving (5)) that lie everywhere
between these trajectoriesare also in the set.

Given any S > 0, considera verticalline segmentat S connectingthe
loci. Suppose,for contradiction,that there exists a lowest
point, X, on this line segmentthat is on a trajectorysolving(5) that crossesf = 0,
and let the correspondingtrajectorycross f = 0 at the point Y = (fp, S). From
Claims 4 and 5, any point Z = (p, S) on f = 0 for which S > S must lie on a
unique trajectorysolving(5) that emergesfrom(0,0), nevertouchesthe trajectory
through Y except at (0,0), and remainsbetween f = 0 and f = oo until passing
through Z. Thereforethe trajectorythrough Z must cross the vertical line
segment at a point below X, contradictingthe supposition.A similarargument
establishesthat theredoes not exist a highestpoint on the line segmentthat is on
a trajectorysolving(5) that crossesf= oo.
Since by Claims4 and 5 trajectoriessolving(5) do not crossexceptat (0,0), if a
point on the line segmentis on a trajectorycrossingf = 0 (f = x), then all points
of the segmentabove (below)it are on trajectoriescrossingf = 0 (f = xc). These
resultsimply the existenceon the line segmentof a set of points, which must be
either a single point or a closed interval,such that the trajectoriesthroughthese
points cross neitherf = 0 nor f = oo. By Proposition1, the trajectoriesthrough
these points constitute(the only) symmetricsupplyfunctionequilibria,and since
trajectoriesnevercross exceptat (0,0), the equilibriumset has the form claimed.
PROOF:

f = 0 and the f =-

Q.E.D.

Our focus on symmetricsupplyfunctionequilibriais justifiedby the following
result:
PROPOSITION 3 (Symmetryof Equilibria):If e = e(0, 0), no asymmetric
supply
function equilibrium exists involving supply functions that trace through ex post
optimal points.
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PROOF: The first-order conditions for the optimal supply functions in an
asymmetric equilibrium are the system of differential equations:

(9a)

Si"(P) =

(9b)

Sj"(p) = -

-

(p)

. + DP(p),

C'(S'(p)) + Dp(p).

If in a solution to this system, S'(O) = 0 and SJ(0) = 0, then S"'(O)and S-'(0)
solve the following pair of equations, derived from (9a) and (9b) using L'Hopital's
Rule, as in the proof of Claim 6:
S"l(O)
1

s"'(O) =1-

C"(O)Si'(O)
c

p

c"'(O)s"(- + D (O).

These equations yield S"(0) = Si'(O)= S+ and S'(O)

=

Sj'(O)

-

S-, where S+

and S- (defined in the proof of Claim 6) are the positive and negative slopes at
the origin of solutions to the differential equation (5). As before, no equilibrium
supply function can have the negative slope S- at the origin. Now suppose that
there is an asymmetric equilibrium in which both S'(p) and SJ(p) pass through
the origin with positive slope SV. For any p > 0 such that 0 < Si(p) < Si(p) <
(C')`(p),
(9a) and (9b) imply that Si'(p) < S"(p). But this is inconsistent with
the supposition. The argument is identical when the roles of i and j are reversed.
Thus if there is an asymmetric SFE tracing through ex post optimal points,
then either Si(O) * 0 or Si(O) 0 0. Now consider the unique solution to (9a) and
(9b) passing through any (po, SO,Sn'), where po > 0, 0 < SO< (C')-1(po), 0 < Sc
and So' S0. As p decreases, at some p E (0, po], some firm's
(C')f(po),
supply function must either cross below the average cost curve or cross into the
region where S < 0. When this happens, profits will become negative for that firm
(and prices below and sufficiently close to p will clear the market for some
Q.E.D.
realizations of E, since ? = e(0, 0)).
Section 2 showed that a range of asymmetric supply function equilibria,
supporting asymmetric outputs, exists in the absence of uncertainty. Without
uncertainty, an outcome (pf,qj, q4) is supported by supply functions with slopes
at p, S`( pi) and SJ'(P), determined by evaluating the right-hand sides of (9a)
and (9b) at p (noting that S'(f ) = qi and SJ(P) = q4j);at all other prices, the
supply functions need only ensure that p- is profit-maximizing for both firms and
is the unique market-clearing price. In contrast, with demand uncertainty whose
support has lower bound e(0, 0), equilibrium supply functions must satisfy (9a)
and (9b) over a range of prices extending down to zero. Since no asymmetric
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solutions to (9a) and (9b) are profit-maximizing over this whole range of prices,
no asymmetric SFE exists.

Contrastwith Cournotand BertrandEquilibria
The SFE's for unbounded support of the uncertainty have finite positive slope
and so are distinct from the vertical supply functions that are exogenously
imposed on firms in the Cournot model and from the horizontal supply relations
exogenously imposed in the Bertrand model. A fixed price or a fixed quantity can
never be an equilibrium strategy when marginal costs are upward sloping. To
understand this, observe that if firm j were to commit to a fixed quantity, i's
residual demand for any E would simply be the industry demand curve translated
horizontally. As the additive shock varies, the set of i's residual demands
coincides with the set of market demands for a monopolist. For a monopolist, the
locus of profit-maximizing points as E varies is precisely the f = 0 locus (as can be
checked from the monopolist's first-order condition); by Claim 1 this locus has
positive slope. Similarly, if firm j were to commit to a fixed price pj > 0, the set
of residual demand curves for i would all be flat at -, zero above p , and
identical to the set of industry demand curves below -j3. Firm i's best response
supply function would then be identical to that of a monopolist for low
realizations of demand, and so have finite positive slope for p < jI-. (If p-j= 0,
firm i cannot earn positive profits, so given that C"(0) > 0, i prefers to commit to
a quantity of zero.) We know from Proposition 3 that no asymmetric equilibria
exist.
In the limit as the marginal cost curve becomes flat, Bertrand behavior
becomes an equilibrium: if firm j commits to a fixed price equal to the constant
marginal cost, firm i cannot earn positive profits so can do no better than to
adopt the same strategy. In the limit as the marginal cost curve becomes steeper
and approaches the vertical axis, supply function equilibrium behavior approaches a fixed quantity of zero. Under the assumptions of our model, which
rule out these extremes, neither a fixed price nor a fixed quantity can ever
represent an equilibrium adaptation to uncertainty.
In any SFE for unbounded support of e, the outcome corresponding to any
given value of E is intermediate between the outcome that would arise if firms
learned E and then competed in the Cournot fashion and the outcome that would
arise if they observed E and then competed using Bertrand strategies. This claim
is demonstrated using Figure 2, which plots the demand curve for a given
realization of e, e. The point C, at the intersection of the f = 0 locus with
?D( p, e), represents the price and quantity for each firm in the unique Cournot
equilibrium of the game when firms know that =E e. This follows since C is the
profit-maximizing point for each firm when E = , given that the other firm uses
as its supply function the solution to (5), SC(p), which is vertical through C and
therefore locally identical to a fixed quantity of qC*On the other hand, the point
B, at the intersection of the f = oo locus with 'D(p, e), is the Bertrand equilib-
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f(p,S)=

P

q

(p)

- - - -

S(p)

Solutions to the differential equation (5)

S*(p): Supply function equilibrium
C: Cournot equilibrium point, ql = q1 = qc
B: Bertrand equilibrium point, p = pi = pB
FIGURE2.-Comparison

When firms know
that C=

of supply function equilibrium with Coumot and Bertrand equilibria.

rium of the game when it is known that e = E 14 Each firm's profits are maximized
at B when E = E, if the other firm's strategy is the solution to (5), SB(p), which is
horizontal through B and therefore locally identical to a fixed price of pB.15
Since any SFE for unbounded support of E intersects 2D(p, E) between points
C and B (by Propositions 1 and 3), price and quantity in any SFE are
intermediate between the Cournot and Bertrand equilibrium levels, for any
realized value of E. Since industry profits along D( p, E^)are strictly concave and
are maximized at a price above the Cournot price, profits in a SFE are also
intermediate between Cournot and Bertrand profits.

"4Strictly, an interval of outcomes are Bertrand equilibria with perfect substitutes, because each
firm's residual demand is discontinuous against a fixed price. (There is a range of prices p at which
each firm prefers to serve half the market demand, rather than no demand at p + e or the whole
demand at p - E, for any e > 0.) However the point B is singled out by two different limiting
arguments. First, it is the limit of competition when firms are restricted to choosing linear supply
functions of slope S'( p) = k as k - oo. Second, in the differentiated products model of Section 4, B
as the degree of product
is the limit of the Bertrand equilibria (when firms know that e =
differentiation goes to zero. In addition, B is the unique Bertrand equilibrium at which price equals
marginal cost.
15More generally, the unique Nash equilibrium in linear supply functions of exogenously determined slope S'(p) = k is the point along l1D(p, O) where f= k. The quantity-setting equilbrium
corresponds to k =0, while the price-setting equilibrium corresponds to k = oo. Vives (1986)
constructs a model that is formally very similar to a model of competition in supply functions of
exogenously fixed slope and shows that Nash equilibrium outputs are relatively closer to Cournot
(Bertrand) outputs the steeper (flatter) are firms' supply functions.
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Whetheror not the SFE is unique dependson the behaviorof the marginal
cost and demand curves for large S and p. ChangingC'(S) over a bounded
domain[S, S] or changingDp(p) overa boundeddomain[p, p-Idoes not change
the evolution of the solutionsto (5) for S > S or p > pf,respectively.Therefore,
neither of these changesaffects the existenceof a unique trajectorythat never
crosses eitherf= 0 or f= oo.
Linear Example

For a marketin whichthe demandand marginalcost curvesare both globally
linear,we now explicitlycomputethe solutionsto (5) and show the existenceof a
unique SFE when E has full support.
Industrydemandis D( p, e) = - mp + e, wherem > 0 and e has (full) support
[0, oo). Firms have identical quadraticcost curves C(q) = cq2/2, where c > 0.
The differentialequation(5) becomes
S
(10)

S'(P) =

-

S-m,

which in parametricformis
dS
dt

where M-(1-rc

J

1m)

dt

Let X1 designate the eigenvaluesand (V) the correspondingeigenvectorsof M
(i

=

1,2). Direct computation yields
(2 +mc) ? ~m2c ~+4~mc

and

2
Vi

Wi

1-X1
c

-m

24m

___________

2

Since the eigenvalues are real and unequal, the solution to the differential
equation is
1p 2

aWrt a

2

W2

whereAl, A2 are arbitraryconstants.LettingX1denote the largereigenvalue,we
have A1> 1, 0 < X2< 1 and (vl/wl) < 0, (v2/w2) >0. As t-> - oo, S -> and
p 0 for all A1,A2, so all solutionsto (10) pass throughthe origin.Moreoveras
t - oo, as long as A2 * 0, (S/p) -+ (v2/w2) > 0, so all solutionsbut one have a
common positive slope at the origin (as we knew from Claim 6). As t -> oo, if
A1 # 0, (S/p) -> (vl/wl) < 0, so all trajectorieswith A1 # 0 eventuallyleave the
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region between the f= 0 and the f= oo loci. The single solution with A1 = 0 is
the unique linear solution to (10) with positive slope at the origin:
(11)

S(P)=W2)

2(

1/

Since S'(p) > 0 for all p, this is the unique SFE.
The slope of this supply function and (for every E) the market prices and
outputs are intermediate between the Cournot and Bertrand cases (in which firms
choose quantities and prices, respectively, after seeing the realization of the
uncertainty).16 It follows that firms' profits are also intermediate between these
cases. However, it is not hard to check that firms' expected profits may be higher
in the SFE than in either the stochastic Cournot or the stochastic Bertrand case
(in which firms choose quantities and prices before seeing E), because only in the
SFE do firms adjust optimally to the uncertainty given their opponent's behavior.
Turnbull (1983), generalizing a result of Robson (1981), has shown for the
market of this example that the function S(p) = (v2/w2)p is the unique SFE
when firms are restricted to choosing linear supply functions; with the restriction
to linear supply functions, the uniqueness result is independent of the support of
E (as long as it is nondegenerate). Our analysis above shows that for bounded
support of E, there exists a continuum of nonlinear SFE's, but as the upper
endpoint of the support increases, eventually all nonlinear solutions to (10) cease
to be equilibria. For unbounded support, there exists a unique SFE, and it is
linear.
While assuming global linearity of the demand and marginal cost curves
allowed us to show uniqueness of the SFE by computing all of the solutions to
(5), uniqueness can in fact be proved under the weaker assumption that demand
and marginal cost are linear for p and S sufficiently large.
4 (Uniqueness): Let E have full support [e(0, 0), oo). Assume that
PROPOSITION
there exists S1 such that for S > S1, C'(S) = a + bS, with b > 0, and that there
exists P1 such that for p > Pp and for all E, D(p, e) = -jIp + e, with I > 0. Then
there is a unique SFE tracing throughex post optimal points.
PROOF: See Appendix.

We note that given the nature of the uncertainty and its support, the SFE are
independent of the distribution of the uncertainty, remaining unchanged even as
the distribution becomes more and more sharply peaked at a specific point and
approaches the no-uncertainty case. When a SFE under a natural kind of
uncertainty is unique, therefore, it may be a natural candidate for the correct
SFE in the limiting case of no uncertainty.
16The Cournot outcome has each firm selling E/(3 + mc) and the Bertrand outcome has each firm
charging a price Eic/(2 + mc), where E is the known value of E. In fact, there is a range of Nash
equilibria in prices, but Ec/(2 + mc) is the Bertrand price selected by the arguments of footnote 14.
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ComparativeStatics

We presenta seriesof propositionsdetailingthe comparativestaticsof the SFE
and use the linearmodel to illustratethe results.
For Propositions5 through8b, assume that e has full supportand that the
SFE is unique. With quantity(S) on the horizontalaxis and price (p) on the
vertical axis, we will say that a functionis steeperat S if Ip'(S) is largeror,
equivalently,IS'( p) I is smaller.
PROPOSITION 5: Suppose that for S E (SO,S1), where S, < oo, the marginal cost
curve C'(S) is shifted upuards (downwards), so that C"(S) remains strictly
positive for all S, and suppose that C'(S) remains unchangedeverywhereelse. Then
the SFE remains unique. If SO#0, it emergesfrom the origin with unchangedslope,
is steeper (flatter) than and lies strictly above (below) the original SFE for
S e (0, SO], lies strictly above (below) the original SFE for S e (So, Sl), and
coincides with the original SFE for S > S. If SO= 0 and C"(0) is unchanged
(increased, decreased), then the slope of the SFE at the origin, S'(0), is unchanged
(decreased, increased), and the results for S > SOare as above. (See Figure 3a.)

PROOF: Since S, is finite, for S > S, the evolutionof the trajectoriessolving
(5) is unaffectedby the changein marginalcosts below Sl, so there is a unique
trajectorywhich for S > S, does not crosseitherthe f = 0 or the f = oo locus: this
trajectorycoincideswith the originalSFE for S > Sl. Since the changein C'(S)
leaves the f = 0 and f = oo loci upward-sloping,this trajectoryemergesfrom the
origin and is everywherebetween these two loci (by Claims 1, 2, and 3).
Therefore,this trajectoryis the uniqueSFE in the perturbedmodel (by Proposition 1).
Suppose that C'(S) is increasedon (SO,Sl). For S e (SO,Sl), the new SFE
must lie everywherestrictly above the original SFE: if at some S E (So, S1) it
were on or below the originalequilibriumtrajectory,then, since C'(S) is now
higher,we know from (5) that the new trajectorywould be flatterat S than the
old one. It follows from (5) that the new trajectorywould be strictlybelow the
old one at Sl, and since the originalSFE is unique, the new trajectorywould
eventuallycross the f= oo locus, thus invalidatingit as an equilibrium.
Suppose SO# 0. For S < SO,the trajectoriessolving (5) are unaffectedby the
change in C'(S) above SO.Since the new equilibriumlies strictlyabove the old
one for S E (SO,Si), it must also be strictly higher at SO,and thereforefor
S E (0, SO],the new equilibriumtrajectorymustbe higherand steeper(smallerS')
than the original.SinceSO> 0, C"(0)is unchanged,so the slope of the SFE at the
origin is unchanged(by Claim6).
The argumentsfor a downwardsshift in the marginalcost curve are parallel.
If SO= 0, then by Claim 6 the slope of the SFE at the origin, S'(0), is
unchanged,decreased,or increasedaccordingas C"(0) is unchanged,increased,
Q.E.D.
or decreased.
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Ep (po, pl), wherepo > 0 and Pl < oo, Dp(p)
PROPOSITION 6: Suppose thatforP
is increased (decreased), so that Dpp(p) remains nonpositivefor all p, and suppose
that Dp( p) remains unchangedeverywhereelse. Then the SFE remains unique. It
emerges from the origin with unchanged slope, is steeper (flatter) than and lies
strictly above (below) the original SFE for p E (0, po], lies strictly above (below)
the original SFE for p E (po, Pl), and coincides with the original SFE for p >Pl
(See Figure 3b.)
PROOF:

Similarto proof of Proposition5-see Appendix.

For Proposition7, we relax the assumptionthat Dpe, 0 and consider what
happensto the SFE when,for an intervalof e values,the effectof the shockis to
rotate the demand curve as well as to translateit horizontally.For this more
generalenvironment,the fundamentaldifferentialequationis now (4).
PROPOSITION 7: Suppose that for e E (eo, e1), where eo > e(0, 0) and E1< oo,
Dp( p, e) is increased (decreased) for all p, so that Dpp(p, e) remains nonpositive
and DE(p, e) strictly positive for all (p, e), and suppose that D (p, e) remains
unchanged and independentof e for e 4 (Eo, e1). Then if for e E (eo, e1) and for all
p IDpI/De is sufficientlysmall, there remains a unique SFE. It emergesfrom the
origin with unchangedslope, lies strictly above (below) the original SFE at points
(S, p) such that e(2S, p) E (e (0, 0), e1), and coincides with the original SFE at
points (S, p) such that e(2S, p) > el. (See Figure 3c.)
PROOF:

Similarto proof of Proposition5-see Appendix.

We have stated Propositions5, 6, and 7 for the case wherethe changesoccur
over a bounded domain(Si, Pl, and el are finite).In this case, the new SFE is
unique and coincideswith the originalSFE beyond a certainpoint. If Sl, Pl, or
E1is infinite, then the SFE in the perturbedmodel may not be unique;however,
except at the origin,all of the equilibrialie everywherestrictlyabove the original
SFE, for an increasein C'(S) or Dp(p, e), or everywherestrictlybelow, for a
decreasein C'(S) or Dp(p, E).
PROPOSITION 8a: Suppose that the number, n, of symmetricfirms, each with
marginal cost curve C'(S), increases. A SFE, which must be symmetric across
firms and have strictly positive slope Sn'(p) for all p >?0, continues to exist. All
SFE's have a commonslope at the origin, Sn'(0), which is increasing in n and tends
to the slope of the marginal cost curve there, 1/C"(0), as n -* o. Except at the
origin, each firm's supplyfunction Sn(p) in any new equilibriumlies strictly below
the original SFE. Industrysupply at any price thereforealso increases with n, so for
any e > e (0, ), the market-clearingprice falls and industry output increases. (See
Figure 3d.)
PROOF:

Similarto proof of Proposition5-see Appendix.
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The results of this proposition apply to the change from monopoly to duopoly
as well as to changes to larger numbers of firms: a monopolist's optimal supply
function can be shown to coincide with the f= 0 locus for the duopoly model, so
the comparison follows from Claim 1 and Proposition 1.
Adding firms with the same marginal cost curve lowers industry marginal cost
(the marginal cost of the industry producing one extra unit) for every level of
industry output, and so biases our results towards larger industry outputs and
lower prices as the number of firms increases. An alternative approach gives each
firm marginal cost curve C(S) = C'(nS) when the industry contains n firms, so
that the industry marginal cost curve is independent of n (it is C'(S) = Cn'(S/n)).
PROPOSITION 8b: Suppose that the number, n, of symmetricfirms, each with
marginal cost curve Cn(S) = C'(nS), increases. A SFE, which must be symmetric
across firms and have strictly positive slope S?n(p) for all p > 0, continues to exist.
All SFE's have a common slope at the origin, S(0), with nSn'(O)increasing in n
and tending to the slope of the industrymarginal cost curve at the origin, 1/C"(0),
as n - oo. Except at the origin, the industry supply curve nSn(p) in any new
equilibrium lies strictly below the industrysupply curve in the original SFE, so for
any e > e(0, 0), the market-clearingprice falls and industry output increases. (See
Figure 3e.)
PROOF:

Similar to proof of Proposition 5-see

Appendix.

Like Proposition 8a, Proposition 8b applies to the change from monopoly to
duopoly as well as to changes to larger numbers of firms.
Under the assumptions of Proposition Sb, entry into the industry increases
industry supply, though not necessarily each firm's output, at any given price.
Industry profits decrease monotonically and social welfare (the sum of profits
and consumer surplus) increases monotonically as n increases, and price falls.
When, however, as in Proposition 8a, increasing n reduces industry marginal
costs, industry profits need not monotonically decrease in n, although social
welfare must increase in n. In this case, increasing n increases each firm s supply
at each price.
For the linear model analyzed above
-m+
S'(p) =

n -2

~~ +

I
tm

+

n-2

2

)+

4m(n-1)
-

2(n-1)

(See (A5) in the Appendix for the derivation of this slope.) Thus (as shown in
Propositions 5, 6, and 8a), increasing c, decreasing m, or decreasing n (keeping
the slope of each firm's marginal cost curve constant at c) makes the (linear)
equilibrium supply functions steeper. As n -- oo or c -O0, moreover, the equilibrium supply functions converge to the marginal cost curve. To interpret these
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results,note that a monopolist'ssupplyfunctionin this marketis
m
S= 1+cm

P

This function is steeper,the steeperis marginalcost (higherc) and the steeperis
demand (lower m). Now suppose that either c increasesor m decreasesin an
oligopoly. Since each firmis a monopolistwith respectto its residualdemand,its
optimal supplyfunctionbecomessteeper,for given supplyfunctionchoicesby its
rivals.This changein turnmakesresidualdemandsteeperfor otherfirms,so their
optimal supply functionsbecome steeper.Similarly,a decreasein n, for given
choices of supply functions,makes total marketsupply steeper,so each firm's
residual demand, and hence optimal supply function, becomes steeper. Hence
increasing c, decreasing m, or decreasing n makes the equilibriumsupply
functions steeper.
Increasingc or decreasingn raisesindustryprice and lowersindustryoutput
for any given realizationof E. However,decreasingm raises price by a smaller
proportionthan the fall in m and so raisesindustryoutput.(Multiplyingm by a
factor (1/X) < 1 multipliesthe market-clearing
price for any given output by a
factor X, by rotating the demand curve upwards about a fixed horizontal
intercept for given e. Therefore,we are interestedin whetherthe equilibrium
price increases by more or less than a factor X.) To understandthis result,
observe that makingboth marginalcost and demandsteeperby a factor X (i.e.
multiplyingc by X and m by 1/X) also makesthe equilibriumsupply functions
steeper, and so raises price, by the same factor and leaves output unchanged.
Therefore,decreasingm has the opposite effect on the level of price relativeto
demandand on the level of outputas increasingc. To summarize,industryprice
is higherand industryoutputlower the smalleris the numberof firms(lower n)
and the steeper is the marginalcost curve relativeto the demandcurve (larger
cm).17

These comparativestaticseffectsare sharedby otheroligopolymodels.Perhaps
more interestingis that the magnitudesof the effects are largerfor changesin c
and n, but smallerfor changesin m, than if firmscompetedby choosingfrom a
set of supplyfunctionsof exogenouslyfixedslope. In our model,changesin these
parameters,by affectingthe slopes of the supply functions that firms adopt,
indirectlyaffect marketoutcomes,in additionto directlyaffectingoutcomesin a
manner analogousto that in the standardmodels of Cournotand Bertrandand
in Vives (1986), wheresupplyfunctionslopes are exogenouslyfixed. To confirm
that changes in supply function slopes affect equilibriumoutputs, observe that
any linear SFE consists of the supply functionsthat firmswould choose in the
Nash equilibriumof a gamein which they were restrictedto supplyfunctionsof
this slope, and as this slope increases,the Nash equilibriumoutputsare reduced.
17The generalization of the latter result to the nonlinear case is the following: If D( p, E) is changed
to (1/X)D(p, E), (1/X) < 1, with the marginal cost curve remaining fixed, each firm's supply at each
price is reduced by a factor between (1/X) and 1. (The proof follows that of Proposition 8b.)
Consequently, the market-clearing price falls, and a larger fraction of the market is served.
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(Each point (po, 2SO)on a demandcurveD( p, E) is the uniqueNash equilibrium
in linear supply functionsof slope f( po, SO);Claim 3 thus implies that smaller
outputs correspondto steepersupplyfunctions.)Hence, since an increasein c or
a decrease in n lowers total equilibriumoutput when the slope of supply
functionsis exogenouslyfixed,these comparativestaticseffectsare reinforcedby
the increasein the slope of the supplyfunctionsadopted.'8On the otherhand, a
decrease in m reduces output through its effect of increasing the slope of
equilibriumsupply functions, but its overall effect is neverthelessto increase
output.
4. DIFFERENTIATEDPRODUCTS

This section sketchesthe extensionof the model of supply function competition to the case of a differentiatedproductsduopoly,in whichfirms'demandsare
subject to a common,ex ante unobservableshock. We assumethat the firmsare
symmetricand that the shock translatesthe demandcurveshorizontally,so the
demand system is
qi

g(pi, pi) +E6,

qj

g(p1,pi) +?,

where g, < 0 and g2 > 0. To derivei's residualdemand,we note that if j chooses
the supply function qjSI(pj), then market-clearingin j's market implies
Si(pj)= g(pj, pi) + E, which determines pj as a function 4-' of pi and E:
pj1= i(pi, E). Implicitly differentiatingSi(p'(pi, E)) = g(4(pi, e), pi) + E with
respect to pi gives
*L(pi' )

s

g2(0'(pi,-

Si(4'(pi,

6))

E),

pi)

gi(o(p1

6),

Pi)

Substituting ki( pi, 6) for pj in i's demand curve yields i's residual demand:
qi= g(pi, e'i(pi, 6)) + 6.
For a given 6, i's profit-maximizing
price po(e) solves
(12)

maxpi4g(pi,i(pi,

6))

+E]

-C(g(pi,

p((pj,

6))

+6).

Pi

Differentiatingwith respect to pi and substitutingfor 4{ from above, the
In the linear SFE, the difference between equilibrium price and marginal cost converges to 0 at
rate 1/n2, for given E. In Cournot competition, the order of magnitude is 1/n, while in Vives (1986),
it is l/n2. As in Vives (1986), when n - oo, there are two distinct effects on the SFE, each of which
drives the price-cost margin to 0 at rate 1/n. First, residual demand for each firm shifts inward, and
the perceived elasticity of residual demand goes to infinity. Second, residual demand becomes flatter
because, with each firm choosing an upward-sloping supply function, the total supply curve of the rest
of the industry becomes flatter. (Only the first of these effects is present in the Cournot model.) In the
SFE, in contrast to Vives (1986), the increase in the slope of the equilibrium supply functions as n
increases also shrinks the price-cost margin, but because this slope remains finite, this third effect does
not change the order of magnitude of the price-cost margin.
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first-orderconditionbecomes
(13)

g(Pi,

+E

o[(Pi,E))

oi(pi,

*|1(pi,

[Pi

+

)+

C

1=Pi0.i(pjE))+
j)

Si'(Oi(p

g?>J'(pi

E)]

)

0.=

p)

If (12) is globally strictlyconcave in pi, (13) implicitlydeterminesa unique
p(c(E) for each E, and the corresponding optimal quantity is qA(E)=
g(pO(E), 41(pO(E), E)) + E. If po(e) is invertible,so the locus of points described
by po(E) and qo(E) can be written as a function qi = S'(pi), and if S'(pi)

equilibratessupply and demand in i's market at exactly one point for each
is i's optimal supply function in response to SJ'(pj). In a symmetric
= SJ(
S(*), and for each E,Pl = +J( pi, E) = pj p. Substituting in (13) and solving for S'(p) yields

E, S'(pi)

equilibrium,S(*()

+ g(p,

-S

p)(p

-

C'(S))

The differentialequation(14) is a necessaryconditionfor a SFE tracingthrough
ex post optimal points. (In the limit as the goods become undifferentiated
(g1

--

_

- oo and g2

oo, with (g2/gl) -- -1), (14) reduces to (5).)

resultsfor SFE's could be developedalong the
Existenceand characterization
lines of Section 3, by examiningwhich of the solutions to (14) satisfy the
second-orderconditions.Here,we restrictourselvesto the linearcase, for which
we show existenceof a uniqueSFE and providecomparativestaticspredictions,
when E has full support.
Let the demandsystembe
qi = -bpi

+

b2Pj +E,

qj = -blpj

+

b2Pi + E

where b1 > b2> 0 and EE [0, o0), and let each firm's cost curve be C(q)

= cq2/2,

where c > 0. The differentialequation (14) can be expressed,after some rearrangement,in parametricform as

dS

Ml
dp)ML)'

where

which has solutions
s

_ (b2-b

(b2-___

A

Ajett

1,

+

A AXtt V2

2

1

2

2
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whereA1,A2 are constants,
2+

( 2 _- 2 )C
(bi
b)

+

|

bi2 _J-b2

2
2

b1)41

2)
((b 2 -_ b2)C

(

2
2\

2
are the eigenvalues(whichare real and unequal),and
1-Xe

vi

w.1

c +
b,

are the slopes of the correspondingeigenvectorsof M (i= 1, 2). Letting X1
denote the larger eigenvalue, we have A1> 1, 0 < A2< 1, and (vl/wl) < 0,
(v2/w2) > 0. As in the case of perfect substitutes,all solutionspass throughthe
origin, and all but one have a common positive slope there. As t -s 00, if A1 * 0,
(S/p) - (vll/wl) < 0, so all solutions with A1 0Oeventually leave the positive
quadrant and cannot thereforebe SFE's when e has full support.The single
solutionwith A1= 0 is the uniquelinearsolutionto (14) with positiveslope at the
origin:
(15)

S(p)

P

=

12(1
(bl2 b2
b1

1 +)
|bl2-

b,\

b2 2

4

c

b
b2

b2

b1

j

b1c

This function can be shown directlyto satisfy the second-orderconditions for
profit maximizationfor all p > 0. Furthermore,argumentsanalogousto those in
the proof of Proposition3 show that no asymmetricequilibriumexists.Therefore,
the function S( p) in (15) is the uniqueSFE.
We note that the analysisof the linearcase gives the behaviornear the origin
of the solutions to (14) in general.All solutionsto (14) pass throughthe origin,
and all but one have a commonpositive slope there,given by the expressionin
(15) for v2/w2, with b, replaced by -g1(0,0), b2 by g9(0,0), and c by C"(0).

For the linearcase, we now analyzethe effecton the uniqueSFE of changesin
the slope of marginalcost, the slope of demands,and the degree of product
differentiation.
As the marginalcost curvebecomessteeper(higherc), the equilibriumsupply
functionsalso becomesteeper,so the market-clearing
outputsfall. However,with
differentiatedproducts, even in the limit as marginalcost becomes constant
(c -O 0), the equilibrium supply functions remain upward-sloping:(S/p)
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b2 b2 < 00. (With perfect substitutes,the equilibriumsupply functions
approachthe marginalcost curveas c -*0: (S/p) -+ oo.)
As with perfectsubstitutes,increasingthe slope of demand(by proportionately
increasing b, and b2, leaving the horizontalinterceptunchangedfor given e)
raises equilibriumoutputs.
We can examine the effect of reducingthe degreeof productdifferentiation,
while keeping the marketsize constant,by increasingb, and b2 while holding
b- b2 constant."9This change makes the equilibriumsupply functions flatter
and increasesoutputs.In contrastto the case when firms competewith supply
functions of exogenouslyfixed slope, competitionis intensifiedboth directly,by
the greatersimilarityof the products,and also indirectly,by the fact that firms
choose flattersupplyfunctions.
5. CONCLUSION

Our objectivesin this paperhave been to developa richermodel of competition in oligopoly, and at the same time to resolve the competingpredictionsof
differentmodels (Cournot,Bertrand,etc.), in which firmsare restrictedto using
particular,exogenouslydeterminedstrategicvariables(fixedprices,fixed quantities, etc.).
In the presence of uncertainty,firms will wish to adopt supply functions as
strategicvariables.We have presentedconditionsunder which a Nash equilibriumin supply functions(SFE)exists for a symmetricn-firmoligopolyproducing
a homogeneousgood, have shown that all equilibriaare symmetric,and have
found (stronger)sufficientconditionsfor uniqueness.When the demanduncertainty has unboundedsupport,then even if the SFE is not unique,for any given
realizationof the marketdemandcurve,the set of equihbriumoutcomesalong it
is a connected set, and each point in the set is supportedby a unique supply
function. Furthermore,under this assumptionon the demanduncertainty,any
SFE outcomecorrespondingto a givenvalueof the demandshockis intermediate
in terms of price, output, and profits between the outcomes that would result
from Cournot and Bertrandcompetitionif the value of the shock were known.
Recognizingthat firmswill adaptto exogenousuncertaintyby choosingsupply
functions helps to resolvethe indeterminacyof equilibriumin oligopolymodels.
Under uncertainty,firmshave strictpreferencesover the set of possible strategic
variables,because their strategicvanable (their supply function)must function
well in many possible environments.This rules out almost all of the superabundance of Nash equilibriain supplyfunctionsundercertainty,becausethe supply
functionsin these equilibriaare not optimalexcept at a singlepoint. In addition
to determining how a firm's behavior will change in equilibriumwith the
exogenous demand shock, the chosen supply function also determineshow the
firm would respondout of equilibriumto a changein a rival'sbehavior.From
this perspective, firms' selection of supply functions in an environmentof
19Totalmarketdemandis q, + j = (b2- bl)(pi +pj) + 2E,but the sensitivityof i's demandto a
changein j's price increasesas b2 (and bl) increase.
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uncertaintynarrowsdown the set of possible residualdemandcurves that their
rivals could face in equilibrium,and hence dramaticallyreduces the set of
equilibria.
While our approachhas been to model a game in which strategicvariables
(that is, the form of firms'supply functions) are determinedendogenouslyin
Nash equilibrium,ratherthan to proposea new equilibriumconcept, our objective of resolvingthe indeterminacyof equilibriumin oligopoly is sharedby the
literature on consistent conjectures equilibria (see, for example, Bresnahan
(1981,1983)). That literatureview this indeterminacyas arising from the arbitrariness of firms' conjecturesabout their rivals' responses to deviations and
attempts to remove this arbitrarinessthrough imposition of some form of
consistency condition on conjectures.However,while the equilibriumconcept
has been expressedin game-theoreticterms (Bresnahan(1983), Robson (1983)),
the approach relies implicitly on firms' being uncertain,even in equilibrium,
about their rivals'behavior,and this uncertaintyis neitherexplainednor explicitly modeled. As a result the justification for the consistency condition is
unclear.20In contrast,our approachof motivatingsupply functionstrategiesby
adaptation to exogenousuncertaintyand focusing on Nash equilibriain these
strategiesprovides,in our view, a soundergame-theoreticmodel of oligopoly.
The predictionsof our model could be tested by adaptingthe methodology
developed by Bresnahan(1982) and Lau (1982) for empiricallyestimatingthe
degree of marketpowerin an oligopolisticindustry,even when the demandand
marginal cost curves must be estimated as well. (By the "degree of market
power," Bresnahan and Lau mean the slope of a firm's perceived marginal
revenuecurve, which in our model is endogenouslydeterminedby the competitors' equilibriumsupplyfunctions.)
We have modeledthe endogenousdeterminationof strategicvariablesin a very
generalway, allowingfirmsto choose any functionrelatingtheir output to their
price: we believe that competitionin oligopolyis throughchoices that are better
approximatedby supply functions than by fixing either price or quantityat a
given level and lettingthe othervariableabsorball of the adjustmentrequiredfor
market clearing, as in standard Bertrandand Cournot models. Nevertheless,
models in which firms fix prices or quantitiesare convenientanalytically.Our
work can be interpretedas suggestingunder what conditions a Bertrandor a
Coumot model is a better approximationto oligopolisticcompetition.21 With a
20Both the stronger and the weaker versions of Bresnahan's consistent conjectures equilibrium
concept have other drawbacks: Robson (1983) showed that the stronger equilibrium, proposed by
Bresnahan (1981), may not exist, and Klemperer and Meyer (1988) showed that any point at which
firms earn nonnegative profits can be supported by an infinity of consistent conjectures equilibria of
the weaker form defined in Bresnahan (1983).
21Viewed in this light, our analysis generalizes Klemperer and Meyer (1986), in which firms were
restricted to choosing either a fixed price (horizontal supply function) or a fixed quantity (vertical
supply function) and results similar to those here were obtained: there an increase in the slope of the
marginal cost curve, a convexification of the demand curve, and an increase in the effect of the
demand shock at higher, relative to lower, prices all made firms more likely to select quantities as
equilibrium strategic variables.
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small numberof firms,differentiatedproducts,additivedemanduncertainty,and
a marginalcost curve that is steep relativeto demand,quantity-settingmodels
may be betterapproximationsthanprice-settingmodels.With a largernumberof
firms, more homogeneousproducts, relatively greater demand uncertaintyat
lower prices, and a marginalcost curve that is flatter relative to demand,
price-settingmodels may be closer to the truth.
St. Catherine's College, Oxford OX] 3UJ, England
and
Nuffield College, Oxford OX] INF, England
ManuscriptreceivedJanuary, 1988; revisionreceivedMarch, 1989.

APPENDIX
PROOFOF CLAIM1: Differentiation yields
p - C'(S)

+ SC"(S)

(p - C'(S))2

so for all (po, SO) * (0,0) such that f(po, SO) 0, fs(pO, SO) :0. Therefore, by the Implicit Function Theorem, f(p, S) = 0 implicitly defines, in the neighborhood of any such (po, SO), a unique
function S = S (p), which is continuous and differentiable.
To prove (i) and (ii), observe that since - oc < D < 0, either S?(p) and p - C'(S?(p)) are both
positive or they are both 0. (We are ignoring the possibility of negative outputs.) Hence S?(O) = 0 is
the unique solution to f(O, S) =0. Furthermore, p > C'(S?(p))
whenever S?(p) > 0. Therefore,
since C" > 0 and since S0(p) > 0 if and only if p > 0, (C')-1(p) > S?(p) for all p > 0. To prove (iii)
and (iv), differentiate f(p, S?(p)) = 0 totally with respect to p and substitute using this equation to
get
S?(

)=

-

P(p)

-Dpp (p) [ p-C'(

S?

I>
)>).

p for

Now limp 0 SO'( p) exists and equals
1-D

- DP(0)
(0)C"(0)

-

-

(O),

where 0 < S?'(0) < (l/C"(0)), so S?(p) is continuous and differentiable at p = 0.

Q.E.D.

PROOF OF CLAIM 2: From (5), S"'(p) solves f(p, S??(p)) = oo implies S?(p)
solves p = 0, so since C" > 0, S??(p) = (C')(- l(p) for all p. The stated properties of S?(p)
follow
C'(S'(p))

from the assumptions on C'(S).

Q.E.D.

PROOF OF CLAIM 3: Since S/(p - C'(S)) is finite and increasing in S as long as p > C'(S), for a
given po > 0, f( po, S) is finite and monotonically increasing in S for S E [0, (C')(-1 po)). Below the
> -oo, so since 0 > Dp > - oo,0 > f(p, S) >-o.
f=oo
locus, 0 > S/(p-C'(S))
Q.E.D.

PROOFOF CLAIM4: Consider first any (po, SO) such that po * C'(So). Then f and fs are
continuous at (po, SO), so f is locally lipschitzian in S at (po, SO). Therefore, by a standard theorem
in differential equations (see, e.g. Hale, Chapter 1, Theorem 3.1), there exists a unique trajectory
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solving (5) and passing through (po, SO), and this trajectory can be expressed as a continuous
function S(p) in an open neighborhood of (po, SO).
Now suppose po = C'(SO)but (po, SO) * (0,0). For the differential equation in the form (6), r and
rp are continuous at (po, SO), so r is locally lipschitzian in p at (po, SO). Therefore, there exists a
umnquetrajectory solving (6), and hence (5), and passing through (po, SO), and this trajectory can be
Q.E.D.
expressed as a continuous function p(S) in an open neighborhood of (po, SO).
PROOF OF CLAIM 5: By Claims 1 and 3, (i) any trajectory that crosses the f = 0 locus from below
can never reenter the region between the f = 0 and the f = oo loci. By Claims 2 and 3, (ii) any
trajectory that crosses the f = o0 locus from the left can never reenter the region between the f = 0
and the f = oo loci. (i) and (ii) imply that the unique trajectory through any point between the f = 0
and the f = oo loci, or on one of them, must emerge from (0,0). It remains to show that the unique
trajectory through any point in the positive quadrant above the f = 0 locus or below the f = 00 locus
must emerge from the region between these two loci. For any (p, S) above the f = 0 locus, Claim 3
implies that S'(p) <0 and differentiation of (5) implies that S"(p) <0, so as p decreases, the
trajectory through a given (po, SO) must eventually cross f = 0. For any (po, SO) below the f = 00
locus, Claim 3 implies that as p increases, the trajectory through the point must eventually cross
Q.E.D.
f= cc.
PROOF OF CLAIM 6: Suppose that a trajectory emerges from the origin with slope S'(0). Taking the
limit of both sides of (5) as p -O 0, we have

S
lim

limS' (p)

P~-. p

P-0

-

C'(S)

+

limO Dp(p)-

P1.o

Using L'Hopital's Rule to evaluate the first term on the right-hand side, we get
S'(0)
1 - C"(0)S'(0)

+D (0),
)

which when solved for S'(0) yields a quadratic with solutions

]

C"O

2 [Dp()--

Let S+ > 0 correspond to the positive root and S < 0 correspond to the negative root. S+ is easily
seen to satisfy So?(O)< S+ < S"'(0). Since the trajectory through any (po, SO) between the f = 0 and
the f = oo loci passes through the origin and must lie between these loci for all p E (0, po] (by the
Q.E.D.
proof of Claim 5), this trajectory must have the positive slope S+ at (0,0).
PROOF OF CLAIM 7: Given that j chooses SJ( p), the second derivative of i's profit with respect to

p for a given E is
(Al)

vp'p(p, e; Si(-))

= 2[Dp(p)

-Si

+ [ p-C'(D(p)

E-SJ(p))[Dp(p)

-C"(D(p)

(p)]

-Sj'(p)]2

[ Dpp(p) -Si"(p)].

+ E-Si(p))]

If SJ( p) solves (5), we can differentiate (5) totally with respect to p to obtain an expression for
SJ(p):
(A2)

SJ'(p)[ p - C'(Si(p))]

S'/(p)=

-

S'(p)[1

-

c(Si(p))SJ"(p)]

+ D p(p).

Using (5) to substitute for SJ(p) in (A2) gives

Si"(p)

=

(p) + SJ'(p) + [Dp(p)-S" - (p)] [1 -C"(S'(p))S"
p C'(S'(p))

(p)]
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so when SJ(p) solves (5), (Al) becomes
Tp'p(

p, e; S'

p)-

)=[Dp(
-

p)] [1 + C"(D( p) + E -Si(

SJ'(

C"(D( p) +

ES-

(p))

[DP(p)

p)) Sil(p)]

_ Sji(p)]2

_ Sj'(P),

Q.E.D.

which is equation (8) in the text.

4: Define p= l/p and S = 1/S. We will write the differential equation
PROOFOF PROPOSITION
(5) in terms of p and ? and examine the behavior of its solutions when p and ? are small, i.e.
p < (l/pl) and S < (1/Si), so the demand and marginal cost curves are linear in this region. We will
show that all solutions approach (S = 0, p = 0), all but one with a common negative slope (dS/dp) =
r2< 0 and the remaining one with a positive slope (dS/dft) = r, > 0. At (S= 0, p 0), (dS/dfp) =
implies (dS/dp) = l/,, so by Claims 1, 2, and 3, the unique solution with (dS/dfp) = r > 0 at
(S = 0,pt = 0) is the unique trajectory which remains between the f = 0 and the f = oo loci for all p
(or p). By Propositions 1 and 3, this trajectory is the unique SFE tracing through ex post optimal
points.
For p < (l/pl) and S < (l/Si), (5) becomes

(A3)

dS

dS dS dp

52

dp

dS dp dp

p2

I

b

1

J.

p

(The constant a in the marginal cost function is negligible when S is small.) The substitution
S = v( p) after some algebra, yields a separable differential equation for v(p):
(v-b)dv

dp

pt

v(-p.v2+bgv?b)

to which the solution is
2V(Vr2)A+1/2

(V_rl)A

1)~~~y

v

where
r,

1
b
27b+2+-

4b
>O0,

1
b
r2= 2- __

4b
b +<O0,

A = ( blI+-

/

1

2 + 4b
-

and y is a constant of integration. Substituting S/P for v and inverting both sides of the equation, we
get
A -

A
0-A1/2

XA1/2t

V ^ - rl

\pr2J

where y' = 1l/y. It is easy to check that for all solutions, as f 0, S -*0. To examine the slopes
=
dS/dp of the solutions as f 0 and 5 -0, we use the inear approximation S Op and show how 0
varies with y'. Substituting S = Op gives
(o@

_ rl ) A

112(@ _ r2 )-A-1/2

=

Y
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Since A > ', for the solution corresponding to -y'= 0, 0 = r1 > 0. For any -y'*0, letting S -O 0
implies 0 = r2 < 0. Therefore, all solutions to (A3) but one approach (S =0 p = 0) with negative
Q.E.D.
slope r2, and the remaining solution approaches with positive slope rl.
PROOF OF PROPOSITION6: The proofs of the claims for po> 0 straightforwardly parallel the
arguments used to prove Proposition 5. Even if po = 0, since Dp(O)is unchanged, Claim 6 implies that
Q.E.D.
the slope of the SFE at the origin is unchanged.
PROOF OF PROPOSITION7: If IDPE/De is sufficiently small, the f = 0 locus remains upward-sloping everywhere and, furthermore, any solution to (4) that never crosses either the f = 0 or the f = oo
locus satisfies the second-order conditions for all p > 0, so is a SFE. Also, IDp, I/D, sufficiently small
ensures that any trajectory that crosses the vertical axis violates the second-order conditions where it
crosses, so cannot be a SFE.
Now since El is finite, for e > El the evolution of trajectories solving (4) is unaffected by the change
in Dp(p, E) for E < El, so there is a unique trajectory which does not cross either the f = 0 or the
f = oo locus for (S, p) such that e(2S, p) > e,: this trajectory coincides with the original SFE in this
region. This trajectory must emerge from the origin and be everywhere between the f = 0 and the
f= oo loci. The arguments above now imply that this trajectory is the unique SFE in the perturbed
model.
Supposethat Dp(p, E) is increasedon (Eo0, 1). For (S, p) such that e(2S, p) E (Eo 61), the new
SFE must lie everywhere strictly above the original SFE: if at some (S, p) such that e(2S, p) = E E
(6o0, e), it were on or below the original equilibrium trajectory then, since D (p, E) is now higher, we
know from (4) that the new trajectory would be flatter at (S, p) than the olk one. It follows from (4)
that the new trajectory would be strictly below the old one at (S, p) such that e(2S, p) = e1, and since
the original SFE is unique, the new trajectory would eventually cross the f= oo locus, thus
invalidating it as an equilibrium.
Since for E < Eo, the trajectoriessolving(4) areunaffectedby the changein Dp(p, 6) for - > 6o, the
new equilibrium must also lie strictly above the old one for (S, p) such that e(2S, p) E (e(0, 0), &oj.
Since 60 > e(0,0), DP(0, e(0,0)) is unchanged, and application of L'Hopital's Rule as in the proof of
Claim 6 implies that the slope of the SFE at the origin is unchanged.
Q.E.D.
The argumentsfor the casewhereDp(p, 6) is decreasedon (Eo, E1) areparallel.
PROOF OF PROPOSITION8a: It is easy to show that for n > 2, (5) becomes

(A4)

f" (P S) = S'(P)C(S)

+ Dp (P)

The f, = 0 and f, = oo loci are independent of n (since Dpe ), and it is straightforward to confirm
the validity, for n > 2, of Claims 1 through 5, as well as of Propositions 1 through 3. Application of
L'Hopital's Rule as in the proof of Claim 6 shows that for all solutions to (A4) that emerge from the
origin with a positive slope, the common value of the slope is

2

Dp(?) + C"()+ +
(A5)

S, (O) =

n/(+ C" (O) )(DP (?) 2?

4DP
(0)(n-1)
C"
(O)

2(n -1)

which is increasing in n and tends to 1/C"(0) as n -- oo.
At any point between the fn =0 and f,,= oo loci, fn is decreasing in n. Therefore, when n
increases, any trajectory lying between these loci that is anywhere on or above the original unique
SFE (except at the origin) will move and remain strictly above the original equilibrium. It follows,
from uniqueness of the original equilibrium, that any such trajectory will eventually cross the f, = 0
locus, so cannot be a SFE. Thus, when the number of firms increases, the new SFE's must, except at
the origin, lie strictly below the original SFE. It is immediate that the price falls and output increases
for any E > e(0,0).
Q.E.D.
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 8b: The proof of the existence, symmetry across firms, and strictly
positive slope of an SFE for n > 2 parallels the argument in the proof of Proposition 8a, as does the
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= l/C"(0),
proof that the commonslope of all SFE's at the origin, S,'(O),satisfies1imn,, nSn'(O)
= nC"(O).
once we note that Cn'(S/n) = C'(S) implies Cn",(O)

We proceedin threesteps:

Step 1: Fix n at no but change firms' marginal cost curves from C"O(-)to C'((),

n, > no, and

changeindustrydemandfrom D(p) + E to (no/nj)(D(p) + E). Beforethe change,(5) takesthe form
S'(p) = n I-= [p-c;(S)

S).

+ Dp(P)jfn(p,

After this change,let (5) takethe form S'(p) =f(p, S). Now
f(

[jnS

)s n,)1

no. (

S\

n1"O

no

+

?D

(p)

The changethus rescalesf horizontally.Thereforethe f= 0 and the f= oo loci, the solutionsto the
differentialequation,andhencealso the uniqueSFE are all rescaledhorizontallybut retainthe same
relativepositions.LettingS,*(p) and S(p) be the uniqueSFE'sbeforeand afterthe change,we have
S(p)

= (nO/1n)Sn*,(p)

Step 2: Keep n fixed at no and firms'marginalcost curvesfixed at C(l(-) but changeindustry
demand from (no/nj)(D(p) + E) back to D(p) + E. From Proposition6, the uppermostnew SFE,
S( p), must, except at the origin,lie everywherestrictlybelowS( p).
Step 3: Keep firms'marginalcost curvesfixedandindustrydemandfixedat D(p) + E, but change
n from no to nl. By a simpleextensionof Proposition8a (to the case wherethe originalSFE is not
unique),any new SFE S,l*(p) must,exceptat the origin,lie everywherestrictlybelowS(p).
CombiningSteps 1, 2, and 3, we have that for all p > 0
niS?*, (p)

> nlS(p)

> n1S(p)

= no?n* (p).

Sinceindustrysupplyincreases,the market-clearing
pricefalls and industryoutputincreases,for any
Q.E.D.

E > e(0,0).
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